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TWO INTEGRALS OF RAMANUJAN

RICHARD ASKEY1

ABSTRACT. Two integrals of Ramanujan are evaluated.

In the pages of identities of Ramanujan that G. Andrews found in 1976 [2], there

is one page of integrals related to the normal integral. Derivations of Ramanujan's

identities are given below. For ease in printing, set q = e~2k  and

(1) (a;q)oo= fl(l -aqn).
n=0

Ramanujan stated the following identities:

i       e-x>+2mx{_ae2kXq. g)oo{be-2kxq. q)oo dx

(2) ,
_\fr(abq; 9)ooCm_ „ __  -2k1

(agl/2e2mfc. g)oo(69l/2e-2mfc. ^ '

e-x'+2mxdx

q = e

/CO-oo (a9i/2e

/=,m» (-aqe2imk; q)oo(-bqe-2imk; g)«, _      2k*
= VTre    --¡-r—r-,        q = e

To obtain these results we will use the g-binomial theorem

IA\ V* (°i g)n ,n _ (ggi g)oo |„|^-i        I ^1^1

¿±q w; i)n        (x; q)oo

and a limiting case of it

~    (_l)nJn2-n)/2xn

where

(6) (a; q)n = (a; q)oo/(aqn; q)co-

See [1, Theorem 2.1], [3] or [4, p. 66] for proofs.
The parameter m in (2) and (3) can be removed by translation and redefinition of

a and b, so we assume m = 0. To prove (2) use (5) on each of the infinite products
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to obtain

e-x\-ae2kxq; q)oo(-be-2kx q; ,)« dx
/:

°°      °°    „(n1-(-n)/2.nJm1+m)/2tm    r°°

ÄÄ        (««)» (««)« •'-00n=0 m=0
„2

.n/2+m/2-|-nmanjm00

*JzL0       W,q)n(q;q)
a«

= víF 9n/2rih---   (by (4) witho = 0)
„tí, i^)n(oan+l/2.q)oo

(6i1/a; 9)oo^o (**>

yßipbq; g)oo

(a?1'3; 9)00(691/»; ?)<

To obtain (3) use (4) with a = 0 as follows

(by (4)).

/-

e   x dx

-00 (ogl/2e2»fcx. g)oo(6gl/2e-2»fcx. gj^

00       -n_n/2um/Tm/2    Z"00

= y; °, *   * y  /   e-'a+2*fc(«-^dx
„tin   (?;«)nW5)m   -/-con,m=0

00 „n.n/2im/,m/2
= >/5F    £     M       M        „-/c3(n-m)'-e

n>mi0 (9;9)n(g;g)m

~       anqn/2bmqm/2qn2/2+m2/2-mn

* r¿Lo i°;q)n(q;q)m

j- ^ g"g("3+")/2   ^   (bgl-n)mg(m»-m)/2

""¿o      («; <?)«     ¿o fe«)-
00    ,.n-(n3-r-n)/2

= ^ £ Hr^—(-^1-n; 9)~ (by i5))
¿r0    w;g)n

/W   h».^    ^aV"a+")/2(-V-";g)n

00

= V^(-&g;g)oo£(a6qr(~y^)n
„=o W9)n

= Vi(-69;9)oo(-g<?;9)oo   (by(4))

(ao?; 9)o;oo

Hardy remarked [5, p. xxv], "There is always more in one of Ramanujan's

formulae than meets the eye, as anyone who gets to work to verify those which

look the easiest will soon discover. In some the interest lies very deep, in others
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comparatively near the surface; but there is not one which is not curious and

entertaining." I cannot tell yet what the real interest is in (2) and (3). However I

have only known them for five years, and it took me over ten years to understand

another integral of Ramanujan [3].
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